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GRANNY'S COMEBACK
"It is a fad now to knit socks for

the refugees."
"Then it is fashionable to know

how to knit?"
"Oh, very."
"Hurrah! Grandma is in style

again!" Judge.
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new york. a irish feller named
Patrick mulligan who works over in,
hobuckon got verry badly bunged up
becaus a street car runned over him
neerly and when they got him to the,
hospital the doctors begun putting
edges on there saws and nifes for
they spotted a grand chance to get
sum practise shceing peaces out of
Patrick

the nurses were husling round tel-
ling about how many ginks had

kicked the bucket that day and
making it as gloomy as they cood for
the irish feller who wasent verry far
from the stepping off place hisself
annyhow y' well just when they had the pore
feller neerly scared stiff one of the
dockters bobs in with a armfull of
saws and nifes and things & one of
the nurses hollers at him

o dockter Kilpatrick
you oughter seen that guy what

was stretched out on the table, for
he gave one holler and started to
beat it for the winder which was 6
storyes high from the street

here you come back here, the
nurses said, as they grabbed him,
whats the matter with you annyhow

what did you say to that dockter,
he inkwires of the nurse

i dident say anything but his name,
she replys

yes yon did, you said for him to kill
patrick.
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Deer milk is the latest Conecticut

fad. Dear milk has been a fad with
us --So long it has become a custom..


